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Abstract

The discourse function of the syntactic construction left dislocation in English has received significant

attention. Prior research has identified at least three distinct form-function correlations underlying left

dislocation. This paper examines left dislocation tokens from a corpus of spoken English recorded in South

Philadelphia. From this emerges a fourth type of left dislocation not previously identified. We define this

variety of left dislocation, termed the Unexpected Subject type, via a Centering Theory analysis of the

surrounding discourse. This finding adds even greater diversity to the potential discourse functions underlying

the left dislocation construction, and thus lends important support to the claim that the association between

syntactic form and discourse function is arbitrary. Future research utilizing much larger corpora will not only

allow us to hone the definition of the Unexpected Subject type, but may also reveal that there are indeed more

discourse functions of the left dislocation construction that have not been identified.
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1. The discourse function of left dislocation

The discourse function underlying the left dislocation construction in English has received

significant attention (Ross, 1967; Gundel, 1985; Geluykens, 1992). A left dislocated NP is one

appearing in an initial pre-clausal position that is coreferential with a personal pronoun that

occurs elsewhere in the clause. The left dislocated phrases are bolded in (1)–(3).

(1) My turtle, he froze to death. (CL, 10/14/00)1

(2) My aunt Vicky, she used to get bird poop on her every year. (BB 10/14/00)

(3) The knife, I kept it at school. (BD, 12/6/00)
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1 References to the South Philadelphia Corpus will be made in this format, with the initials of the speaker’s pseudonym

followed by the date the utterance was recorded.
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Left dislocation, probably first identified by Ross (1967), is typically understood as a

conversational syntactic construction that has a particular discourse function (or more often a set

of discourse functions). Frequently mentioned as foremost among these functions is the

introduction of referents that are in some way new to the discourse. Prince’s (1997, 1998)

approach to left dislocation is situated in a wider claim that discourse function cannot simply be

‘read off’ syntactic form. Instead, this account asserts that the relation between the two is entirely

arbitrary and language-specific. In support of this view, Prince examines a range of left

dislocation data in order to refute the notion that left dislocation in English has a single

‘contrasting’ or ‘topic-marking’ function. Prince clearly identifies three form-function

correlations, described below.

The first type of left dislocation identified by Prince is termed Simplifying Left Dislocation.

Consider the token in (4).

(4) We went to Florida last summer, and we went to Disney World. The best ride

the whole time was Jurassic Park. It was so scary. My sister Chrissie, her eyes

were poppin’ out. (CL 10/14/00)

In (4), the bolded material my sister Chrissie has not yet been mentioned in the discourse string,

and is therefore discourse-new. Were the sentence in canonical form, the left dislocated material

would have been in subject position: my sister Chrissie’s eyes were poppin’ out. Prince makes use

of Gundel’s (1985) and Reinhart’s (1981) topic tests and determines that this type of left

dislocation does not indicate topichood. Prince’s definition of Simplifying Left Dislocation is in

(5).

(5) Simplifying Left Dislocation

A ‘Simplifying’ Left Dislocation serves to simplify the discourse processing

of discourse-new entities by removing the NPs evoking them from a

syntactic position disfavored for NPs evoking discourse-new entities and

creating a separate processing unit for them. (Prince, 1998:6)

A second function of left dislocation, according to Prince, is entirely distinct from the

simplifying role. Let us consider the token in (6).

(6) So I see my youngest brother a lot too. Actually, all my brothers are pretty

close by. My oldest brother is a chef, like, downtown and my middle brother lives

in Jersey. My youngest brother, he’s a freshman at Newman. (GS, 11/00)

Immediately the contrast between (4) and (6) is clear: my youngest brother is not discourse-new.

In fact, it is mentioned by the speaker several sentences before the left dislocation. In (4),

the referent of the left dislocated constituent my youngest brother is actually a member of a set of

entities mentioned in the sentence, including my oldest brother and my middle brother. According

to Prince, the left dislocation of my youngest brother has the function of indicating the

relationship of this entity to other entities in the discourse. This is stated more formally in (7).

(7) Poset Left Dislocations

A Poset Left Dislocation triggers an inference on the part of the hearer that the

left dislocated NP represents an entity standing in a salient partially-ordered

set relation to entities already evoked in the discourse. (Prince, 1998:6)
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The third role of left dislocation as identified by Prince is actually topicalization in another guise,

or Island Amnesty (Resumptive Pronoun Topicalization). According to Prince, these types of left

dislocations occur when topicalization would have been appropriate, except that the extraction

site is ungrammatical. A resumptive pronoun thus salvages these instances of topicalization, and

makes them appear as left dislocation. Prince cites the following example from Studs Terkel:

(8) My first book, I paid half of each trick to the person who gave it to me.

After that, it was my book.’ (Terkel, 1974:95)

In (8), the site of extraction would have been inside a relative clause, and so topicalization would

have been impossible. Since this function of left dislocation is less relevant to this paper, I will

simply restate Prince’s characterization that this particular type of left dislocation occurs when:

‘‘Topicalization is warranted on discourse grounds but is difficult or impossible on grammatical

grounds and where a resumptive pronoun occurs in the extraction site, giving the illusion of a Left

Dislocation’’ (Prince, 1998:15).

2. A new type of left dislocation in the South Philadelphia Corpus

The South Philadelphia Corpus (Manetta et al., 2001) consists of approximately 250 min of

spontaneous speech, recorded in 2000–2001. The data in the corpus was primarily produced

through the use of the face-to-face sociolinguistic interview in which linguistically naı̈ve subjects

are asked a range of questions about their neighborhood, background, and important personal

experiences.

The speakers in the corpus are themselves all natives of South Philadelphia, inhabiting a

four-block section of the tight-knit Italian-American neighborhood. The subset of the corpus

used for this paper consists of individual interviews with three adult males, ages 19, 21, and 46, as

well as group interviews with eight children of both genders ranging in age from 8 to 13.

There were a significant number of left dislocations (61) in this segment of the South

Philadelphia corpus, given its size. Table 1 shows a breakdown of the left dislocations by two of

the three types identified by Prince (1998): Simplifying, and Poset. No tokens of the Amnesty

type were identified.

As Table 1 shows, the majority of the instances of left dislocation were of the simplifying type

(62.9%), such as the token in (4). A smaller, but appreciable number of Poset Left Dislocations

were also identified (30.6%), including the token in (6). Of greatest interest to this paper are the

four instances, discussed in detail below, which did not appear to fall under either the Simplifying

or Poset types as defined by Prince (nor were they Amnesty examples).

Table 2 breaks down the left dislocations by speaker and further by left dislocation type.

Initials of each speaker’s pseudonym are given for the adult speakers, while the abbreviation

KIDS stands for all the children in the group interviews.
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Table 1

Left dislocation by type in the South Philadelphia Corpus

Type Number

Simplifying 39

Poset 19

Other 4

Total 62



As Table 1 indicates, there were four left dislocations in the corpus that did not conform to any

of the definitions of the three left dislocation types identified by Prince (1998). Those four tokens

are listed below in (9)–(12):

(9) Speaker A: Tell him about Bingo. Tell him about your iguana.

Speaker B: My iguana Bingo, he almost bit my finger off. (CL, BB

10/14/00)

(10) Speaker A: He broke his leg and he had a cast up to here.

Speaker B: My cast, it had signatures all over. (CL, GL 10/14/00)

(11) He didn’t need the money . . . He said, I want you to buy it ‘cause I know

you’ll keep it open. My dad talked to the guy. And the guy who owned it, he got

a loan. (GS, 11/9/00)

(12) I called him on the phone, to like meet him for the first time. Like, he lives in

New Hampshire. He went to boarding school. Boarding school, it’s where like

big rich kids – [cutoff] (BD, 12/6/00)

The left-dislocated NPs are bolded in (9)–(12). None appear to be of the Simplifying type, as

defined in (5). Although the personal pronoun coreferential with all of these NPs is in subject

position (that is, these NPs would be in subject position were the sentence in canonical order),

none of these NPs can strictly be called discourse-new. In the case of the token in (9) the proper

name Bingo is mentioned in Speaker A’s utterance, followed by a mention of iguana, so that the

entire NP left dislocated by Speaker B is discourse-old. In (11), the referent denoted by the guy

who owned it is identified using the pronoun he in the first and second sentences in the discourse

string reproduced here, then as the guy in the sentence immediately preceding the left dislocation.

(10) and (12) have similar characteristics.

At the same time, none of the left-dislocated NPs in (9)–(12) are in a salient partially-ordered

set relation to other entities evoked in the discourse. For instance, my iguana Bingo is not in a

poset relation to other pets, other iguanas, or even other Bingos. In fact, the discourse in this

case is concerned with dangerous things that happened to the speakers. The left dislocations in

(10)–(12) are much the same in this respect. Finally, since none of these left dislocations

represent environments in which topicalization would have been appropriate but was impossible,

as defined by Prince, these are also not left dislocations of the Island Amnestying type.2

At this point we must agree that the left dislocations in (9)–(12) are of an as yet unidentified

type, and require closer examination. However, in what follows I will choose to disregard the

tokens in (9)–(10). Because in each case the left dislocation is uttered at the outset of a new
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Table 2

Left dislocation by speaker and type in the South Philadelphia Corpus

Speaker Number Simplifying Poset Other

BD 14 9 4 1

GS 8 2 5 1

JC 11 4 7 0

KIDS 29 24 3 2

2 Since, as discussed in the paragraph above, these left dislocated NPs do not stand in any poset relation to entities

already evoked in the discourse-model, this cannot be a failed topicalization environment.



speaker turn, it could be claimed that the left-dislocated NP is in fact discourse-new in that

specific discourse segment (see Keenan and Shieffelin, 1976). If this were the case, it could

potentially be viewed as a left dislocation of the Simplifying type. I will focus instead on defining

and identifying the characteristics of the left dislocations in (11)–(12).

It is important to note here that there is no reason to believe that this new type of left

dislocation is limited to the variety of English recorded in the South Philadelphia corpus.

Geluykens (1992) groups left dislocations that do not appear to be referent-introducing into an

‘‘Other’’ category, such as the token in (13).

(13) This guy, if he did go through three filing cabinets looking for where the

petty cash was, he was either extraordinarily neat and taking his time, or else

he didn’t bother. (Geluykens, 1992:95)

Geluykens informs us that the left dislocated NP this guy in (13) is not discourse-new. It is not

being contrasted to any other entity, or in a poset relation with a set of entities. Also, the

coreferent pronoun is in subject position. While it is difficult to be certain without access to the

entire discourse string, this token is possibly a left dislocation of this new type as well.

3. A centering analysis of left dislocation

Let us now take a closer look at the discourse surrounding the left dislocations in (11)–(12),

repeated here. The left dislocated NP has been bolded, and all previous NPs or pronouns referring

to the same entity as the left dislocated NP are italicized.

(11) He didn’t need the money . . . He said, I want you to buy it ‘cause I know

you’ll keep it open. My dad talked to the guy. And the guy who owned it, he got

a loan. (GS, 11/9/00)

(12) I called him on the phone, to like meet him for the first time. Like, he lives in

New Hampshire. He went to boarding school. Boarding school, it’s where like

big rich kids – [cutoff] (BD, 12/6/00)

Because these two tokens of left dislocation do not conform to any of the three types

identified by Prince, we need to find a way to identify the discourse function employed here.

In this section, I will show that Centering Theory (Grosz et al., 1995) provides a way to

define this fourth type of left dislocation and understand it in relationship to the types already

identified, by offering insight into the way each utterance in the discourse relates to adjacent

utterances.

According to Centering Theory, each utterance has centers linking it to the surrounding

discourse. For every utterance there is a set of forward looking centers Cf (U), and there is a

backward looking center Cb (U). Here I will use Cp to indicate the most highly ranked forward

looking center. The forward looking center of an utterance is entirely dependent on the

expressions in that utterance. An entity in the subject position in an utterance is likely to be the Cp

of that utterance (Grosz et al., 1995).

The backward looking center of an utterance Un+1 is the most highly ranked element of Cf (Un)

that is realized in Un+1. The backward looking center of an utterance connects in an important

way with the forward looking center of the previous utterance. Grosz, Joshi, and Weinstein define

three different types of transitions between utterances:
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(14) CONTINUE—Cb (Un+1) = Cb (Un) and this entity is the Cp (Un+1)

RETAIN—Cb (Un+1) = Cb (Un) and this entity is not the Cp (Un+1)

SHIFT—Cb (Un+1) 6¼ Cb (Un)

A CONTINUE is characteristic of the smoothest discourse, and is more desirable than a RETAIN

transition, which is in turn more desirable than a SHIFT. We can now explore a centering analysis

of the interesting left dislocation tokens.

The sentence-by-sentence breakdown in (15) presents a centering analysis of the discourse in

(11).

(15) a. He said, I want you to buy it. [want segment] Cb = the guy/Cp = the guy

b. My dad talked to the guy. Cb = the guy/Cp = dad [RETAIN]

c. And the guy who owned it, he got a loan. Cb = the guy/Cp = the guy

In the transition between (15a) and (15b) there is a RETAIN. This means that the hearer expects

the topic to change from the guy to dad as the discourse continues. However, the utterance which

follows flouts this expectation—in it both Cb = the guy and Cp = the guy. That is, the hearer does

not expect that the subject of (15c) will be the guy.

The sentence-by-sentence breakdown in (16) is the centering analysis of the discourse in (12).

(16) a. He lives in New Hampshire. Cb = friend/Cp = friend

b. He went to boarding school. Cb = friend/Cp = friend [CONTINUE]

c. Boarding school, it’s where like big rich kids—Cb = boarding school

The transition from (16a) to (16b) is not a RETAIN, but instead a CONTINUE. That is, it is the

hearer’s expectation that the speaker will go on talking about the friend. (16c) flouts this

expectation—the speaker SHIFTS to boarding school. Again, the subject boarding school is not

expected by the hearer in (16c).

In both (11) and (12), the left dislocated NPs are in some sense unexpected as subjects of their

respective sentences.3 That is, the hearer is unprepared for these subjects due to the structure of

the preceding discourse. I will term this type of left dislocation the ‘Unexpected Subject’ type,

and will define it as follows:

(17) Unexpected Subject Left Dislocation

An Unexpected Subject Left Dislocation serves to simplify the discourse

processing of entities which the hearer does not expect in subject position due

to the structure of the preceding discourse by removing these NPs and

creating a separate processing unit for them.

In left dislocations of the Unexpected Subject type, the discourse function of the left dislocation is

very similar to that of the Simplifying type.4 Simplifying Left Dislocations serve to remove a

discourse-new NP from a position disfavored for such NPs. Unexpected Subject Left Dislocations
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3 It may be possible to formulate a Centering definition of the Unexpected Subject type. Perhaps Cp (Un) 6¼
Cb = (LDUn+1) would suffice, although many more tokens would need to be examined.

4 A reviewer has pointed out that we could potentially state the Simplifying discourse function in Centering terms such

that it includes the Unexpected Subject function (many Simplifying Left Dislocations seem to follow a SHIFT). Again, a

large number of tokens would need to be examined to test any such definition. We should also note that a centering

definition alone may not allow us to distinguish between discourse-new and discourse-old (but unexpected) dislocated

constituents.



serve to remove an NP which would otherwise be an Unexpected Subject in the discourse from

that position. According to Prince’s logic, in both cases the left dislocation construction serves to

create a separate unit from the problematic sentence in which the NP can first be processed.

Given the addition of left dislocations like those in (11)–(12), we can now designate at least

four known discourse functions that correspond to this syntactic form.

(18) i. Simplifying Left Dislocations

ii. Unexpected Subject Left Dislocations

iii. Poset Left Dislocations

iv. Island Amnesty: Resumptive Pronoun Topicalization Left Dislocations

The implications of this finding are largely concerned with Prince’s (1998) core claim: that the

connection between syntactic form and discourse function are language-specific and arbitrary.

Through her original classification of left dislocation constructions into three types, Prince

attempted to show that the syntactic construction left dislocation plays no single discourse-

related role. The addition of a fourth type of left dislocation in English serves to lend further

credence to this claim—left dislocation seems to serve a wide variety of discourse functions and

is motivated by a range of discourse circumstances.
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